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Alternate Ballasalla Service/Funding Options Summary 

In addition to the proposed service change (Option 1), two further potential options were identified 

during the consultation, both with the intention of procuring counter services in Ballasalla, both based 

on transaction commission only variants, as summarised below. A Strengths, Weaknesses, 

Opportunities and Threats (SWOT) analysis, together with a financial forecast was undertaken for 

each option, together with a financial impact assessment. These are included in the Ballasalla Impact 

Assessment. A summary of the financial assessment is shown in Appendix D.   

Option 1: Tender for a Self-Service Kiosk with Parcel Drop-off, and Parcel Collection 

Service Host 

Tendering for a partner within the Ballasalla community to host a self-serve kiosk in Ballasalla, 

was agreed in principle at the November 2019 Board meeting. This would enable local 

residents to access standard postal services and pay key utility bills including payments of social 

housing rent, electric, gas and rates by card and in cash from the kiosk with a parcel drop off 

facility provided. A prospective business partner would act as host assisting new customers 

until they are comfortable using the service, in return for a small fee and the footfall created 

for the hosts business. A parcel collection service could be included within this option to keep 

further services in the village.   

S&S Motors would remain an option for customers to collect parcels, as there is now the 

facility for customers to choose where they want to collect their parcel online, customers 

have more freedom of choice and would be able to use either or both options. Customers 

not wishing to collect parcels from an alternative collection point can request a redelivery or 

sign up to our free safe place and signed for services.  

Customers wishing to use a face-to-face counter-based service would migrate to an alternative 

SPO, the closest being Castletown, less than 3 miles from Ballasalla (in line with principle six 

of the Tynwald approved recommendations (postal services to be accessible by 96% of the 

population within 3 miles).  

SSD are satisfied with the options available to recipients for the collection of pensions and 

allowances: from an alternative post office, by choosing a proxy to collect for them at an 

alternative SPO or arranging an automatic bank transfer into their account. In line with 

IOMPOs service agreement with SSD, MiCard users would be provided one month’s notice, 

to select their preferred alternative.  

This option creates a cost saving of the previously paid community payment of 

Consolidation of transactions to Castletown makes this post office more financially viable for 

the future and provides a net operating profit for IOMPO  from both Ballasalla and 

Castletown over the next three years (in comparison to a current  loss forecast). As 

the number of post offices contracts, head office labour reduction can be realised with a 

further  saving on this option over 3 years.  

A key risk with this option is reputational damage, with service users who have sought to 

retain counter based services feeling they have not had their demands met. 

If approved, procurement for this option could be completed before Mr Knighton’s contract 

ends, thus continuing service.  

Option 2: Tender for a Full Counter Service Business Partner on a Commission Only 

Basis for a Maximum of Three Years 

A new option for the Board to consider came out of the feedback from the consultation 

process, 
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IOMPO welcomed the alternative remuneration suggestions put forward during the consultation and 

duly evaluated herein. Commission only counter-based services are attractive to Ballasalla residents 

seeking to retain the status quo and for IOMPO from a commercial perspective, when compared with 

the forecast based on current Ballasalla remuneration. However, tendering for Options 2 or 3, would 

be a fundamental shift away from the strategic policy of consolidation, with broader and potentially 

severe consequences, assuming the reduced remuneration was sufficiently attractive to attract 

interest. If this approach was adopted, it would constrain opportunities to reduce head office costs 

while sustaining even more marginally profitable/unprofitable services for retailers acting as SPMs, and 

potentially undermining agreements negotiated with the NFSP and existing SPMs. 

The substantial reduction in SPO counter-based services across the island in the last 20 years 

(approximately one-third) ultimately demonstrates the adaptability and resilience of service users. This 

is consistent with the public opinion obtained from the IOMPO public consultation and subsequent 

focus groups, with 78% of respondents tending to use more than one SPO, with a further 60% will to 

travel to another, if their preferred service was no longer available. Recent experience of counter 

services being discontinued highlighted concerns at the outset that did not materialise post 

implementation, concerns that are broadly consistent with the feedback received from Ballasalla 

residents, including a general fear for the elderly and vulnerable, as yet not substantiated by formal 

feedback from the representative groups contacted, or, in any feedback to service providers such as 

SSD following previous service changes. It is therefore recommended that Option 1 is approved by 

the Board.  

Subject to acquiring a suitable host and business partner, Option 1 is aligned to the agreed strategic 

principles approved by Tynwald and the statutory obligations of the IOMPO Board, it retains affordable 

and sustainable standard postal services and key utility bill payments in Ballasalla village, without a 

break in service, while supporting the strategic consolidation of counter-based services and honouring 

IOMPO’s commitment to the programme for Government, being ‘financially responsible while 

providing services that meet the needs of our Community’. 

Furthermore, this decision does not preclude or impede IOMPO from expanding services in Ballasalla 

and or Castletown if an increase in demand is forthcoming. 
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APPENDIX B 
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